SSP and our distributors offer hands-on training for selecting, planning, laying out, bending and installing tubing systems.

Our TurnPro Tube Bending Training is a hands-on program designed for technicians and production personnel. It’s a great program for anyone who needs to learn the correct way to plan, layout and bend tubing.

Learn how to:
• Select and handle tubing
• Prepare tubing for bending and installation
• Measure and layout tube bending projects
• Make bends up to 90°
• Use the indexing handle to make bends greater 90°
• Make left- and right-reference bends
• Make on-plane and multi-plane bends
• Layout and Install tubing runs for safety and easy maintenance

SSP and our distributors offer Selection and Installation Training for a variety of fittings.

Upon completion of this training, participants will be able to:
• Identify a variety of tube and pipe fittings
• Install tube and pipe fittings
• Remake fittings when applicable
• Gauge, test and troubleshoot fitting applications
• Use preswaging tools to make tube fitting installation safer and easier
• Use liquid lead detector to find leaks

For more information on training, or to schedule training, please contact our team.
Marketing@mySSP.com
(330) 425.4250